RAM INTELLISKIN CHARGERS & DOCKS

**RAM INTELLISKIN SNAP-CON™ GDS TO MICRO USB**
- The Snap-Con™ GDS to Micro USB 2.0 Adaptor is an essential accessory for any IntelliSkin™ or other GDS® compatible device. This accessory enables the go charging and data transfer of any GDS® compatible device, including devices wrapped in IntelliSkin™, using an included Micro USB 2.0 cable. P/N 11-15488 .... $27.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS CIGARETTE CHARGER DUAL USB 4.8A**
- The GDS® 2-Port USB Car Charger will charge two devices at once, including the latest generation Apple and Samsung devices, while on the road. The low-profile design fits easily in your dash without getting in the way of other controls within the vehicle. P/N 11-15490 .... $12.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS 2 PORT USB WALL CHARGER**
- The GDS® Dual Port Wall Charger will charge two devices at once, including the latest generation Apple and Samsung devices, in your home or office. The low-profile design plugs easily in a wall socket without getting in the way of other plugs on the wall. The dual 2.4 AMP output (4.8 Amp total) current assures your devices will charge quickly and efficiently. P/N 11-15491 .... $16.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS 6 PORT USB CHARGER 60W 110V-240V**
- The GDS® Intelligent 6-Port USB Charger works with the GDS® 6 Gang Desktop Dock to simultaneously charge six unique devices enclosed in IntelliSkin™ cases. Up to six USB cables connect to the back of the Desktop Dock and plug into the USB Charger. P/N 11-15492 .... $43.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS MICRO 6 PORT MALE HARDWIRED CAR CHARGER**
- The GDS® Step Down Converter/Charger is the ideal solution for providing power to any 5V device in a variety of applications, including fleet vehicles, consumer automobiles, ATVs, motorcycles and more. This charger features a Micro-B USB Male connector that can connect directly to your GDS dock or any USB device. P/N 11-15493 .... $19.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS MICRO A FEMALE HARDWIRED CAR CHARGER**
- The GDS® Step Down Converter/Charger is the ideal solution for providing power to any 5V device in a variety of applications, including fleet vehicles, consumer automobiles, ATVs, motorcycles and more. This charger features a Female USB Type-A Female connector that can connect directly to any standard USB cable. P/N 11-15494 .... $19.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN DESKTOP GDS DOCK ADJUSTABLE BACK**
- The Adjustable GDS® Desktop Charger is a low profile docking station that is ideal for the office, warehouse, classroom, exam room or other stationary location. This dock integrates a unique adjustment feature to accommodate a wide range of device thicknesses. P/N 11-15495 .... $89.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN VEHICLE GDS LOCK IPAD PRO 10.5**
- The RAM® Locking Vehicle Dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Pro 10.5 with IntelliSkin™. P/N 11-15496 .... $111.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN VEHICLE GDS LOCK APPLE IPAD MINI 4**
- The RAM® vehicle dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle with a keyed lock that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Mini 4 with IntelliSkin™. P/N 11-15497 .... $109.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN VEHICLE GDS LOCK APPLE IPAD AIR 2**
- The RAM® vehicle dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle with a keyed lock that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Pro 9.7, Air 2 and 5th Generation with IntelliSkin™. P/N 11-15499 .... $110.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN VEHICLE GDS LOCK AIR IPAD 10.5**
- The RAM® vehicle dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle with a keyed lock that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Pro 10.5. The IntelliSkin™ is molded directly into the skin, preventing damage to your device's charging port from repetitious docking. Compatible with a variety of GDS Docks. P/N 11-15501 .... $67.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN VEHICLE GDS LOCK AIR IPAD MINI 3**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve for the Apple iPad Mini featuring GDS® Technology. The IntelliSkin™ will bring drop protection to your device and features an integrated connector which is molded directly into the skin. This prevents damage to the connector on your device from repetitious docking and un-docking compatible with any GDS® docking station. P/N 11-15511 .... $67.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK APPLE IPAD MINI 4**
- The RAM-GDS-DOCKT-APMU includes the top docking cup and necessary hardware for converting your existing GDS® Vehichle Dock to support the Apple iPad mini 4 with IntelliSkin™. Without having to purchase a brand new vehicle dock, this top cup allows you to modify your existing dock to work with your new IntelliSkin™ device. P/N 11-15500 .... $10.80

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK APPLE IPAD AIR 2**
- The RAM-GDS-DOCKT-APBU includes the top docking cup and necessary hardware for converting your existing GDS® Vehichle Dock to support the Apple iPad Air 2 with IntelliSkin™. Without having to purchase a brand new vehicle dock, this top cup allows you to modify your existing dock to work with your new IntelliSkin™ device. P/N 11-15502 .... $15.50

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK APPLE IPAD AIR 2**
- The RAM-GDS-DOCKT-APGU includes the top docking cup and necessary hardware for converting your existing GDS® Vehichle Dock to support the Apple iPad Air 2 with IntelliSkin™. Without having to purchase a brand new vehicle dock, this top cup allows you to modify your existing dock to work with your new IntelliSkin™ device. P/N 11-15503 .... $11.55

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK IPAD PRO 10.5**
- The RAM® Vehicle Dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Pro 10.5 with IntelliSkin™. NOTE: This version of the GDS® vehicle dock is not recommended for light, medium or heavy duty commercial vehicles. P/N 11-15504 .... $74.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK IPAD PRO 9.7**
- The RAM® vehicle dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Pro 9.7, Air 2 and 5th Generation with IntelliSkin™. P/N 11-15506 .... $72.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS APPLE IPAD PRO 9.7**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve featuring GDS Technology™ for the Apple iPad Pro 9.7 with the Apple iPad Pro 9.7 screen. The RAM® Vehicle Dock is not recommended for light, medium or heavy duty commercial vehicles. P/N 11-15508 .... $72.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS APPLE IPAD MINI 4**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve featuring GDS Technology™ for the Apple iPad Mini 4 featuring GDS® Technology. The IntelliSkin™ will bring drop protection to your device and features an integrated connector which is molded directly into the skin. This prevents damage to the connector on your device from repetitious docking and un-docking compatible with any GDS® docking station. P/N 11-15509 .... $68.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS APPLE IPAD MINI 3**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve featuring GDS Technology™ for the Apple iPad Mini 3rd generation (9.7” screen). The RAM® Vehicle Dock is suitable to install GDS® connector on your device from repetitious docking. Compatible with a variety of GDS Docks. P/N 11-15510 .... $62.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS APPLE IPAD MINI 2**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve featuring GDS Technology™ for the Apple iPad Mini 2 featuring GDS® Technology. The IntelliSkin™ will bring drop protection to your device and features an integrated connector which is molded directly into the skin. This prevents damage to the connector on your device from repetitious docking and un-docking. Compatible with a variety of GDS Docks. P/N 11-15511 .... $57.49

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS APPLE IPAD MINI 4**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve featuring GDS Technology™ for the Apple iPad 5th generation (9.7” screen). The RAM® Vehicle Dock is suitable to install GDS® connector on your device from repetitious docking. Compatible with a variety of GDS Docks. P/N 11-15512 .... $52.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK IPAD AIR 2**
- The RAM® vehicle dock with GDS Technology™ is a spring loaded, quick release cradle that offers a secure fit with easy access to the mounted tablet. This docking station is compatible with the Apple iPad Air 2 with IntelliSkin™. Without having to purchase a brand new vehicle dock, this top cup allows you to modify your existing dock to work with your new IntelliSkin™ device. P/N 11-15513 .... $53.99

**RAM INTELLISKIN GDS TOP CUP VEHICLE DOCK IPAD AIR 2**
- The IntelliSkin™ is a protective sleeve for the Apple iPad Air 2 featuring GDS® Technology. The IntelliSkin™ will bring drop protection to your device and features an integrated connector which is molded directly into the skin. This prevents damage to the connector on your device from repetitious docking and un-docking. P/N 11-15514 .... $63.99
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